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How to accelerate growth with the 
ecommerce channel?

Our client, a leading French wine/champagne 
retailer, is looking to gain market shares by 
selling more volume from its ecommerce 
platform.

Wine & champagne ecommerce markets have 
surged over the past few years, especially 
fueled by the Covid-19 crisis.

Problem is consumers buying online do not 
share exactly the same purchasing behavior as 
traditional consumers shopping in retail stores. 
Not the same brands, nor the same products.

+22% 🍾
Ecommerce growth in 2020 
for wines & champagnes*

780M€ 🥂 
Size of French market in 

2023*

*Comité Champagne estimates, 2021



7.4M 🛒
Amount of French 

consumers who bought 
goods online in 2021*

95% 🔎 
Purchase journeys start with 

a search on Google*

Assessing growth opportunities in FMCG 
markets with search listening.

Internal data (sales monitoring, consumers reviews 
etc.) have always been key drivers for our client’s 
decision process, but it seems clear that there is a 
lack of understanding of online consumer behavior 
in the champagne category.

Most consumers now start their purchase journey by 
searching for the best offers from search engines 
like Google or Amazon.

With Trajaan, our client started to pilot its inventory 
strategy with search data analytics, mapping 
everything consumers search online & monitoring 
continuously the latest trends in consumer behavior.

*Ipsos, 2019



Mapping everything French consumers searched 
online about champagne over the last 12 months.

We scanned major 
marketplaces and websites 
to collect hundreds  of 
expressions describing the 
champagne e-market (and 
key players).

All these search queries 
have been segmented with 
our semantic AI & reviewed 
by our team to represent all 
major categories from the 
market: brands, promotion, 
special cuvées, gifts & more.

🔎  champagne mumm 
cordon rouge



We collected volumes for 
every search query over 
the last 12 months.

With our tailored 
segmentations, our client 
learned what brands and 
cuvées generate online 
interest among French 
consumers - such as 
Cristal Roederer, Ruinart 
brut or Mumm Cordon 
Rouge.

Monitoring search data over time to reveal 
brands & cuvées with higher sales potential.

Top-10 champagne cuvées searched in France, 
over time - (France, Jun ‘20 - May ‘21) 



Ruinart

Dom Pérignon

Veuve Clicquot

Nicolas Feuillatte

Louis Roederer

Moët & Chandon

Deutz

Mumm

Laurent Perrier

Taittinger

With our search listening platform, 
our client detected what brands 
consumers are looking for during 
specific periods.

We mapped 69 different brands 
giving valuable insights to our client 
for both restocking, retail & online 
assortment 

The Christmas season is key when 
selling champagne. Although top-3 
remained unchanged, some brands 
like Louis Roederer managed to 
raise a significant higher interest 
during Christmas 21.

Anticipating seasonality to improve 
inventory strategy.   
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Detecting local trends in consumer 
behaviour to improve local offering.

Search queries are 
geolocalized - providing great 
insights on local consumer 
behaviour.

Our client analyzed data in 
every French region and top-30 
cities in population to improve 
its local retail assortment & 
promote local paid search 
campaigns.

Louis Roederer has a strong 
awareness in the South of 
France compared to Nicolas 
Feuillatte which drives more 
attention in the North. 

Brand affinity* in every French region 
(Jun ‘20 - May ‘21) 

*affinity is the yearly volume for 100k local population per locations



Learn from fresh & reliable data about consumer 
demand on any market with Trajaan.

🔍
Discover what 

consumers search 
about your category.

Get all search queries 
segmented & scored by 

monthly volume.

🛡
Monitor your brand 

awareness & 
competitors

Searched brands are 
brands consumer know. 

Forget about survey biases.

🚀
Reveal leading & 

emerging segments 
in your category

Enjoy analytics based on 
derived metrics like growth 

rates or local affinity.



Join the club!



Let us know what you think.

Matthieu DANIELOU
Product / CEO
📱06 87 62 02 37
✉matthieu@trajaan.io

Guillaume BANC
Delivery / COO
📱06 59 85 58 76
✉guillaume@trajaan.io

🙋 Need a full access to one dashboard? or 
simply learn more about our technology? 
Let’s have a quick chat over the phone ! 

🙌 Mail, LinkedIn or phone call, it is up to 
you.

💻 In any case, feel free to visit trajaan.io and 
our free demo space at app.trajaan.io!

mailto:matthieu@trajaan.io
mailto:guillaume@trajaan.io
http://trajaan.io
http://app.trajaan.io
https://www.linkedin.com/in/matthieudanielou/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/guillaume-banc-6573b645/

